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Bernard: The Real Thing in James's “The Real Thing”

the real thing in james s
the real thing
KENNETH BERNARD

henry james s the real thing has long been a standard
anthology piece and several interpretations of it have been
written the interpretation with most currency among readers
is that expressed by clifton fadiman among others namely
art is a transformation
that the story demonstrates that
of reality not a mere reflection of the thing itself attempting to copy a real lady and gentleman the monarchs for his
illustrations of ladies and gentlemen the artist fails transforming two subjects from the lower classes miss churm a
cockney and oronte an italian immigrant he succeeds although this reading has been considered superficial 2 I1 think
it is basically sound however it requires an application that
has not been made it has been generally assumed that the
artist is finally successful in his project because he dismisses
the monarchs this is true but his success is only the measure
of his failure for he has been made aware of the difference
between first and second rate art and the degree to which he
is bound perhaps forever to the latter it is this difference
that is the point of james s story
the artist finally dismisses the monarchs because he finds
them unsuitable for his illustrations however he has been
deeply moved by their plight As his friend and critic hawley
says they did him permanent harm the artist however is
content to have paid the price for the memory
quite
correctly one critic points out that the artist is content to have
his art suffer because his moral insight has been sharpened
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from his painful experience with the monarchs james s narrator emerges with a finer understanding of the human situation and with a new awareness of what constitutes the real
thing in human relationships compassion
the narrator
has been unfeeling the monarchs have remedied this defici ency but what of the narrator as artist Is there not also a
ficiency
new awareness of what constitutes the real thing in art
1I think there is one in fact leads to the other the monarchs are also the artist s means for discovering that he is a
second rate artist in human terms the real thing in the story
is the pathos of the monarchs reduced to such expedients as
tea cups etc their clumsy dignity their
hiring out washing teacups
essential innocence their odd misfortune all affect the artist
deeply their unsuitability for his illustrations has little point
what matters is the human situation they are the raw material for art they are real the artist however does not perhaps cannot work with real life he does not for example
work with miss churm or oronte in any real way he makes
them into something artificial and then he paints them there
is no emotional commitment there never has been he succeeds well enough but what he has done is not to transform
reality into art but to transform artificiality or unreality into
art that is his flaw as an artist the monarchs have introduced him to a more profound feeling they have made him
see the possibility of true art and it is this awareness that
does him permanent harm he cannot go on happily creating
false art once he is aware of what true art might be but he
is glad of knowing the truth however painful his awareness
might even be the beginning of true art
so one can agree with fadiman that the point of the story
is that the artist must transform reality into art but with the
understanding that the protagonist does not do this he fails
in working with the artificial he is transforming unreality into
art and that can be only inferior art but he has been made
aware of the difference the real thing artistically the foundation of true art must be compassion for humanity
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